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Introduction
     For decades, innovations in the gas
metal arc welding (GMAW) process
have been primarily focused around
the metal transfer, recognized for its
most critical role in determining spat-
ters, arc stability, and bead formation
(Ref. 1). A major barrier that affects
the ability to achieve desirable metal
transfer is the dependence of metal
transfer on the welding current. For
instance, drop spray transfer, the pre-
ferred transfer mode (Ref. 2), would

not be achieved unless the welding 
current exceeds the so-called spray 
transition current (Refs. 3, 4). Even in
pulsed GMAW, the peak current still
needs to be higher than the transition
current (Refs. 5, 6). Another point is
the welding current also determines
the force (arc pressure), heat, and
mass inputs in GMAW (Ref. 7).
Achieving desired metal transfer may
thus compromise the abilities to
achieve and control other critical vari-
ables of the welding process. Ideally
for next-generation manufacturing, a

novel GMAW process with current-
independent metal transfer would be
greatly appreciated. Its ultimate goal is
to detach the droplet at a preferred di-
ameter at any (reasonable low) current
below the transition current as pre-
ferred by the application for other crit-
ical variables.
     Up-to-date, impressive innovations
in control of metal transfer have been
made in electrical, magnetic, mechani-
cal, or irradiant ways (Refs. 8–18). Sur-
face tension transfer (STT), a very rep-
resentative electrical method, is able to
reduce/minimize spatters in short-
circuiting transfer, but its current wave-
form has been strictly plotted without
the freedom to meet other application-
dependent requirements (Ref. 8). The
active droplet oscillation method uses a
multipulse current waveform to excite
droplet oscillation and then utilize that
oscillation to enhance droplet detach-
ment. The pulse peak can be reduced to
be quite lower than the transition cur-
rent through waveform optimization
(Refs. 19–22). Cold metal transfer
(CMT), a typical mechanical way, oscil-
lates the wire feed direction (Ref. 9). It
successfully minimizes spatters but at
the expense of the use of a complex wire
feed system. In addition, it is only suit-
able for short-circuiting transfer and
the current waveform, although not as
strictly determined as in STT, cannot be
as free as desired. In another effort, Fan
et al. proposed an ultrasonic-assisted
GMAW process (Refs. 12, 13). An ultra-
sonic wave is coaxially coupled in the arc
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space; the acoustic radiating force re-
sults in a certain enhancement on drop
globular transfer. The diameter of de-
tached droplets is thus reduced com-
pared to that without ultrasonic wave.
However, the ultrasonic wave also
shortens the arc and thus increases the
tendency of short-circuiting transfer.
Higher arc voltage is thus needed to in-
crease the arc length to avoid the less-
desired short-circuiting transfer.
     While aforementioned methods
have achieved significant improve-
ments toward more desirable metal
transfer, they are all still far away from
the ultimate goal: current-indepen-
dent metal transfer. While searching
for an innovative method, bringing a
new and sufficiently large detaching
force while not disturbing the arc sta-
bility is still of great significance. The
laser-enhanced GMAW, a recent inno-
vative solution, was thus first pro-
posed and preliminarily verified at the
University of Kentucky (Ref. 23). A di-
rect diode laser line (max 862 W, 14 ×
1-mm focused stripe) was adopted to
irradiate the droplet. An auxiliary re-
coil force was believed to be generated
and enhance the droplet detachment
(Refs. 24, 25). However, while the rela-
tively long laser stripe ensured the
droplet was being irradiated by apply-
ing the laser beam along the wire
droplet, the intensity of the laser pow-
er was significantly reduced. As a re-
sult, the recoil pressure is too small to
provide a sufficient detaching force. As
such, a substantial, although reduced,
electromagnetic force is still needed
such that the current cannot be re-

duced to a level
that can be re-
ferred to as

“any” in the reasonable range that can
maintain the arc. Actually, there is still
doubt about the laser’s effect since no
obvious laser effect was observed. An-
other possible reason is the reduction
of surface tension due to droplet tem-
perature increase under laser irradia-
tion. The latest published progress is
that a 50-W fiber-feed laser was used
to control the metal transfer. The laser
beam was focused to a 1-mm-diameter
spot, and the droplet detachment
looks enhanced but still quite limited
(Ref. 26). The laser intensity is still too
small. However, as can be foreseen,
the laser irradiation method does have
the potential to fully decouple the
droplet detachment from the welding
current. The essence likely lies in the
laser power density. Thus, a pulsed
fiber laser with relatively high peak
power but relatively low average power
may most likely facilitate the next evo-
lution in laser-enhanced GMAW. Suffi-
ciently high laser peak power can be
applied only at the moment it is need-
ed. That is, once the droplet grows to
the desired size, a laser pulse can be
applied to detach the droplet. As such,
the resultant metal transfer is a kind
of one-drop-per-pulse, similar to
pulsed GMAW (Ref. 5). 
     Therefore, a pulsed fiber laser not
only avoids waste of laser energy but
also achieves the desired controllabili-
ty. A compact pulsed single-mode fiber
laser, QCW150/1500, manufactured
by IPG Photonics, is adopted in this
study. The laser pulse was expected to
generate adequate laser recoil pressure

and dominate/complete the detach-
ment of the droplet. The desirable
metal transfer, i.e., fully current-
independent metal transfer, may be
realized for the first time. For metal
transfer controllability, the establish-
ment of this capability may be regard-
ed as a milestone. 
     This paper presents the system and
experimental verification for the es-
tablishment of the capability for fully
current-independent metal transfer.
The metal transfer under reasonably
low current range without the applica-
tion of a laser will be first measured
for later comparison. The laser-
induced vaporization will then be 
verified before using the laser to con-
trol the metal transfer. Then the metal
transfers under continuous and pulsed
laser irradiation will be both experi-
mentally studied and compared to-
gether with the metal transfer without
laser to experimentally verify the suc-
cess in achieving the fully current-
independent metal transfer.

Experimental System and
Preliminary Experiments 

Experimental System

     Figure 1 shows the experimental
configuration for this study. The weld-
ing power source works in the constant
current (CC) mode. The electromagnetic
force is thus approximately constant
such that the force analysis on the
droplet is relatively simple. The arc
length is stabilized at 6 mm by adjust-
ing the wire feed speed based on the arc
voltage feedback. The current wave-

Fig. 1 — Sketch of experimental system.

Fig. 2 — Illustration of laser setup parameters.
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form, wire feed speed, and laser pulse
waveform are all controlled by a single-
board controller. The arc variables and
metal transfer are synchronously
recorded at 5 kHz by a data acquisition
system and a high-speed camera. All the
welding experiments are conducted as
bead-on-plate welding with 3 mm/s
travel speed and 
15 L/min pure argon shielding gas. The
base metal is mild steel. The wire is
ER70S-6 with 0.8 mm diameter. The
distance from the contact tip to work-
piece is set at 13 mm. The fiber laser
works in either continuous wave (CW)
mode or pulsed mode. In CW mode, the
nominal max laser power is 250 W. In
pulsed mode, the max pulse power is
1500 W with 10-ms duration. The fo-
cused red guide laser spot diameter is
0.5 mm. In actual operation of the laser,
the laser power is set with a percentage
of the max pulse power of 1500 W. 

Laser Setup Parameters

     The key parameters in laser instal-
lation for enhanced GMAW (shown in
Fig. 2) are the following:
     1) The laser incidence angle , de-
fined as the angle between the laser
beam and z direction, which may af-
fect the dynamic laser recoil pressure
on the droplet and the reaction of the
droplet to the laser.
     2) Laser incidence point. The dis-
tance from the incident point to work-
piece Ld is fixed at 6 mm approximate-
ly, while the droplet position, i.e., the

arc length, is adjust-
ed to adapt to this
distance and thus
guarantee the laser
has been aimed at

the desired position on the droplet.
     3) Torch orientation: determined by
 between the torch axis and z axis.
     A multiaxis manual stage with 
0.1-mm resolution is designed to ad-
just these parameters in experiments,
as shown in Fig. 3. The y-axis slide is
on duty to aim the wire. The z-axis
slide changes the laser incident point.
The rotation around y axis adjusts the
laser incident angle.

Metal Transfer in LowCurrent
GMAW

     In order to clearly illustrate the ca-
pability of laser-enhanced metal trans-
fer in achieving a desirable current-
dependent metal transfer, the metal
transfer in conventional GMAW with
low currents is first investigated/mea-
sured for later comparison. The arc
voltage is intentionally set as high as
30 V to guarantee the droplet has an
adequate space to grow and finally be
detached in free-flight mode. The cur-
rent changes from 30 to 100 A. (Cur-
rents with further reduced amperage
would not maintain the arc stably.) It
is apparent from Fig. 4 that the metal
transfer is in the drop globular mode,
which is characterized by large
droplets with diameters much greater
than that of the wire.
     The detached droplet diameter and
transfer frequency in these series of
experiments are measured from the
high-speed images and are plotted in

Fig. 5. It can be seen that the metal
transfer frequency at 80-A current is
only approximately 1.2 Hz, and the
droplet diameter is several times that
of the wire diameter. Such low transfer
frequency tends to result in discontin-
uous and irregular bead formation 
and the arc is unstable. Intentional 
use of short-circuiting transfer in low-
current range by shortening the arc
length generates severe spatters and
the wire tends to dip into the work-
piece/weld pool as solid and then ex-
tinguish the arc to terminate the weld-
ing process. Thereby, conventional
GMAW is typically not performed with
currents in tens of amps. 

LaserInduced Vaporization

     The essence of the method that ap-
plies a laser on the droplet to control
the metal transfer is believed to be lying
in the laser-induced vaporization and
the resultant laser recoil pressure. To
verify, the laser-induced vaporization is
first observed/analyzed in order to help
better understand the principle of the
laser-controlled metal transfer process.
As shown in Fig. 6, the laser incident
angle is 90 deg. In order to clearly ob-
serve the laser-induced vapor jet, no arc
is established and the laser is the only
heating source to melt the wire and va-
porize the liquid droplet. The droplet
position is controlled by regulating the
wire feed speed based on vision feed-
back. The position control guarantees
the laser spot is always aimed at the
droplet. The laser works in CW mode
and the laser power is set at 250 W.
     As can be seen from Fig. 6, the laser-
induced vapor jet is clearly observed. It
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Fig. 3 — Installation of laser focusing head.

Fig. 4 — Typical drop globular transfer in lowcurrent GMAW 
(current = 90 A, 6 ms per frame).
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also can be seen that the droplet is driv-
en to a waving motion by the recoiling
jet. The laser recoil effect is sufficiently
confirmed. A slight frustration is that
the laser recoil pressure generated by
the 250-W laser beam still is not strong
enough to detach the droplet. However,
the laser-induced vapor jet and droplet
waving observed do verify the feasibility
of laser-controlled current-independent
metal transfer, as long as the laser pow-
er density is high enough to generate an
adequate recoil pressure. 
     Along with the waving motion of
the droplet, the laser incident point on
the droplet also moves up and down.
However, it is interesting to observe
that the vector of the laser recoil jet al-
ways looks to be the same with the
normal direction of the irradiated liq-
uid surface, not behaving as in the pre-
vious assumption that the vapor jet
vector would depend on the laser inci-
dent direction. 
     The brightness distribution on the
droplet reflects the temperature on
the droplet to a certain extent. It can
be seen there is a local area on the

droplet that
seems brighter,
suggesting the
presence of a higher temperature.
However, the white hot spot on the
droplet is relatively small compared
with the whole liquid surface. It im-
plies that the average temperature of
the whole droplet may have not been
obviously increased by the laser. 

Verification of Current
Independent Metal
Transfer

Indication of Current
Independent Transfer

     According to the dynamic force bal-
ance theory on the metal transfer (Ref.
26), the droplet detachment occurs
when the resultant detaching force ex-
ceeds the retaining force, i.e., the fol-
lowing criterion is satisfied in the axial
direction:

where Fem represents the electromag-
netic force, Fd the plasma drag force, Fg

the droplet gravity, Fin the inertia
force, and F is the surface tension, all
in the axial direction.
     The surface tension F

where  is the surface tension coeffi-
cient, and for the used wire material, 
is 1.2 N/m.
     The electromagnetic force Fem is giv-
en by (Ref. 3)

Fem + Fd + Fg + Fin > F (1)

F =2 rw (2)

Fem(t )=
μ0I( t )

2

4
ln
rd (t )
rw

+ (3)

Ap = +(rd
2 = rw

2 ) (7)

Fig. 6 — Observation of laserinduced vaporization.
Fig. 5 — Metal transfer in lowcurrent GMAW.

Fig. 7 — Experiment 1, 1 ms per frame. Metal transfer under
250W CW laser irradiation with current at 80 A.

Fig. 8 — Experiment 2, 1 ms per frame. Metal transfer with laser
aimed at drop midtop.
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where 0 is the magnetic permeability,
I is the welding current, rw the wire ra-
dius, and  is the half angle subtended
by the arc root at the center of the
droplet. does not change significant-
ly when the half angle ranges from 90
to 150 deg (Ref. 3), so that the selec-
tion of the half angle would not signif-
icantly influence the involved calculat-
ing results and the half angle  is fixed
at 120 deg for ease of calculation.
     The droplet gravity Fg is given 

where rd is the droplet radius and '
represents the density of liquid
droplet, which is smaller than that of
the solid wire.
     The plasma drag force is given by
(Ref. 3)

where Cd is the aerodynamic drag coef-
ficient, Ap is the area of the drop seen
from above, and p and vp are the den-
sity and velocity of the arc plasma. Lit-
tle attention needs to be paid to the
plasma dragging force since it is gener-
ally at the order of 10–5 N.
     The inertia force is involved by tak-
ing the droplet oscillation into
account, Fin = –ma, the a represents
the acceleration of the droplet. In  a
case without an external active excita-
tion, the droplet oscillation will be
very weak and thus the inertia force
can be ignored in this study. 
     Based on the force balance theory
on metal transfer, it can be inferred
that the indication of the realization
of current-independent would be that
the droplet be detached at sufficiently
low current at a relatively small size.
Low current means small electromag-
netic force and small droplet size
means small droplet gravitational
force. The droplet detachment in this

condition must be accomplished by a
new detaching effort/force.

CW LaserControlled Metal
Transfer 

     Although pulsed laser irradiation is
believed to be optimal for controlling
the metal transfer, the transfer behav-
ior under CW laser mode is still of
great interest and thus first verified by
experiment 1. The laser power keeps
constant at 250 W. The welding cur-
rent is 80 A.
     The metal transfer is shown in Fig.
7. The first frame shows a surface de-
formation on the droplet, which illus-
trates the laser incident point at the
middle of the droplet. Thus the recoil
force repels the droplet and pushes it
to wave and the droplet finally got de-
tached. The transfer mode is a kind of
repelling drop globular. The detached
droplet diameter is measured approxi-
mately 3 mm. As has been measured
in the previous section, the droplet di-
ameter under 80-A current without
laser irradiation is 3.7 mm. The reduc-
tion of the detached droplet size does
demonstrate a certain enhancement
on the drop detachment due to the
continuous laser irradiation. However,
droplet gravity still plays the main role
in detaching the droplet. Such en-
hancement is still quite limited and is
far away from the ultimate goal: cur-
rent-independent metal transfer. 

Pulsed LaserControlled Metal
Transfer

     Experiments 2–4 were then con-

= ln(sin )
1
4

1
1 cos

+ 2

(1 cos )2
ln

2
1+ cos

(4)

Fd =
1
2
CdAp pvp

2 (6)

Fg (t )=
4
3

rd (t )
3 ' g (5)

A (r r )p d w (7)2 2= π −
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Fig. 9 — Experiment 3, 1 ms per frame. Metal transfer with laser
aimed at droplet neck.

Fig. 11 — Bead formation in experiment 3 (left segment) in comparison with a bead
made without laser enhancement. 

Fig. 10 — Effect of laser incident point.
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ducted using pulsed laser irradiation.
The laser spot was aimed at the drop
neck and mid droplet in order to com-
pare. The laser peak power is set at
75% (1200 W), and the laser peak du-
ration fixed at 5 ms. The laser pulse
frequency is 25 Hz. The laser incident
angle is 60 deg. The torch orientation
angle  is zero. The images of metal
transfer are selected from the high-
speed sequence with 1 ms time inter-
val. The first frame corresponds to the
starting moment of the laser pulse
emission. The typical metal transfer of
experiment 2, with the laser applied at
the mid-top of the droplet, and experi-
ment 3, with the laser applied at the
droplet neck, are shown in Figs. 8 and
9, respectively. 
     It can be seen from both the figures
the droplets are all successfully de-
tached by the laser pulse. The de-
tached droplet diameter has only ap-
proximately a 1.3 mm diameter. 

Laser Controllability on Metal Transfer

     Here, in experiments 2 and 3, since
the current is only 80 A, the electro-
magnetic force is thus calculated to be
approximately only 1.2 × 10–4 N; the
detached droplet gravity is only ap-
proximately 1 × 10–5 N; and the plasma

dragging force is
also only at the or-
der of 10–5 N. On
the other hand, the
surface tension that
retains the droplet
is as high as 3 × 10–3

N. It is quite clear
that the resultant

detaching force, not counting the laser
recoil pressure, is much smaller than
the retaining force. The fact is that
droplets are all successfully detached
by the laser pulses. The metal transfer
frequency equals the laser pulse fre-
quency: 25 Hz. The expected one
droplet per pulse (ODPP) transfer
mode is successfully achieved in the
pulsed fiber laser-controlled GMAW.
Hence, it is solidly confirmed that the
laser recoil pressure plays the domi-
nant role in the droplet detachment.
The metal transfer here is quite close
to current-independent transfer.

Optimal Laser Incident Point on
Droplet

     One can notice that the only differ-
ence between experiments 2 and 3 is
the laser incident point on the droplet.
In experiment 2, the laser is aimed at
the mid-top of the liquid droplet body.
The laser thus penetrates the liquid
droplet and produces a breakdown and
partial explosion. The droplet shape
deforms significantly. When aimed at
the droplet neck position, the laser ac-
tually is digging the semi-solid wire
near the liquid-solid interface instead
of the liquid body, such that the semi-
solid drop neck is increasingly melted

and thinned by the pressure from the
laser pulse and no explosion occurs
during the droplet detachment. The
metal transfer thus looks smooth and
tame. The droplet shape stays regular. 
     On the other hand, one can see from
Fig. 8 that it takes about 7 ms for the
laser pulse to detach the droplet in ex-
periment 2. However, in Fig. 9, it is re-
duced to 5 ms in experiment 3. Further-
more, the detached droplet velocity in
these two experiments, another vari-
able evaluating the detaching ability of
the laser pulse, also showed a signifi-
cant difference. The average droplet ve-
locity, measured in 1 ms after detach-
ment in these two experiments, is
measured and shown in Fig. 10. The
droplet velocity with laser aimed at mid-
top of the droplet is 36% smaller. Over-
all, with respect to the short detaching
time cost and much larger detached
droplet velocity at same laser pulse en-
ergy, the droplet neck position is deter-
mined to be the optimal point at which
the laser should be aimed. The laser in-
cident point will be fixed in the follow-
ing experiments.

Droplet Detaching Mechanism

     In conventional GMAW, the droplet
is mainly first dragged/elongated and
then detached in the wire axial direc-
tion. The droplet gravity, electromag-
netic force, plasma dragging force, and
surface tension are all distributed on
the droplet body. The droplet detach-
ing behavior is more like a tensile
break; that is, the physical essence of
the force balance theory on metal
transfer. However, Fig. 9 indicates the

Fig. 12 — Lasercontrolled metal transfer at current = 40 A in
experiment 4 (1 ms per frame).

Fig. 13 — Typical metal transfer in lasercontrolled GMAWP
(2 ms per frame).

Fig. 14 — Illustration of doublesided lasercontrolled metal
transfer.
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high-power-density laser-controlled
droplet detachment is more like a
shear break. The laser recoil force is fo-
cused at a small spot on the droplet.
The high laser recoil pressure acts
more as a cutting effect rather than an
axial drag effect to detach the droplet.
The criterion for droplet detachment
in laser-enhanced GMAW as assumed
in the previous study (Ref. 21):

           Fem + Fd + Fg + Fin + Frecoil > F

thus no longer work in this study. The
dominant criterion of droplet detach-
ment here should be that the laser re-
coil pressure is high enough to dig the
droplet neck and the pulse duration is
long enough to allow the laser pulse to
fully cut through the neck. Future ef-
forts are needed to build a theoretical
model predicting the transition laser
power density and the laser cutting
speed on the droplet neck.

Droplet Deflection and Process
Robustness

     Beside the shearing effect, the
droplet is also axially accelerated be-
cause the laser recoil pressure also has
an axial component. On the other hand,
since the droplet is flexibly pendant at
the wire tip, the radial component of
the laser recoil force not only digs the
droplet neck, but also accelerates the
droplet radially. That is why the droplet
flying trajectory shows a deflection
from the wire axial direction rather than
along it. It is not suitable to judge if
such a deflection would benefit or harm
the welding process. As long as the de-
flection is not too severe and the angle
is relatively stable, the deflection will
not affect the continuity and uniformity
of the bead formation. 
     As shown in Fig. 11, the bead forma-
tion of experiment 3, the first segment
of the bead shown on the right side of
the figure, is produced without laser ir-
radiation and it is quite irregular and
looks poor. After the laser is applied, the
metal transfer is much more frequent
and robust. The bead formation looks
fine and uniform. The continuous and
uniform bead formation also implies a
good robustness of the laser-controlled
metal transfer in two aspects: 1) the
complete weld bead proves that the
ODPP laser detachment is adequately
stable, and the droplets are not de-

tached occasionally by the laser pulse; 2)
the uniformity of the bead formation
indicates that the droplet deflections
during the transfer cycles don’t drift sig-
nificantly, but quite robustly. 

Minimal Current

     In experiment 4, the welding cur-
rent is further reduced to 40 A while
the laser parameters are unchanged. In
this way, the electromagnetic force is
minimized to be at the order of 10–6 N.
It is so small it could be ignored. The
exciting result is the desired ODPP
metal transfer is still obtained. Since
the metal transfer frequency does not
change and the welding current is re-
duced, the detached droplet diameter
is even reduced to 1 mm approximate-
ly, as shown in Fig. 12. The detached
droplet gravity is thus reduced to be at
the order of 10–6 N. Thereby, one can
conclude that the metal transfer is ful-
ly decoupled from the welding current.
It is confirmed that current-indepen-
dent metal transfer is indeed realized
by the pulsed laser control method. As
long as there is a pendant droplet, no
matter which kind of current wave-
form is being used to melt the wire
and grow the droplet, it could be effec-
tively detached by the laser pulse. The
less desirable thing is the droplet de-
flection looks increased. This is easy to
understand since the laser energy in-
put is the same while the droplet mass
is smaller. In this sense, the droplet di-
ameter is slightly larger than the wire
diameter; for example, a 1.2-mm
droplet for a 0.8-mm wire is recom-
mended for the single-side laser-
controlled process to avoid severe 
deflections. 

Laser Detachment in GMAWP

     Experimental investigation has
confirmed that the pulsed laser irradi-
ation method is an effective way to
produce the desirable current-
independent metal transfer. It means
the current waveforms can now be
freely designed or optimized for spe-
cific requirements that may vary from
application to application. The current
waveform is responsible for growing
the droplet, while the laser is to detach
it. The flexible combination of current
waveform and laser detachment brings
much more complete controllability to

the GMAW process. For example, the
main issue of metal transfer in ul-
tralow-current GMAW is the droplet
grows too slow. The laser needs to wait
until the droplet has grown to a de-
sired size. Thus a simple combination
is to use the laser detaching method in
pulsed GMAW. In the last subsection,
one already has noticed that the 40-A
currents produce small heat input to
base metal, but the droplet grows too
slowly. Since slightly larger droplet di-
ameter than the wire diameter is more
appreciated in single-laser-controlled
droplet detachment, continuous 40-A
current waveform could be reshaped
to a pulsed current waveform. Experi-
ment 5 uses a base of 30 A with 30 ms
duration and a peak of 90 A and 10 ms
duration. The laser pulse is emitted at
the end moment of the current pulse.
The laser pulse frequency is thus still
25 Hz. Figure 13 shows the typical
metal transfer. The droplet size and
droplet deflection are well balanced.
The peak current here is to increase
the melting rate rather than produce a
high electromagnetic force to detach
droplets. In practical implementa-
tions, the laser peak energy and cur-
rent peak could be free configured per
the application demands. 

Future Modification of Laser
Detachment 

     Current-independent metal trans-
fer produced by a pulsed laser has been
demonstrated in this study. The differ-
ence from traditional drop spray trans-
fer is that the droplet deflection is not
avoidable when using a single-side
laser irradiation. In fact, the deflection
actually acts as a cushion to the laser
recoil impulse. The laser cutting effect
on the droplet neck is thus significant-
ly weakened. The laser pulse energy is
thus wasted to some extent. Possible
modification of the laser detaching
process is to use double-sided laser ir-
radiation, as shown in Fig. 14. The de-
flecting effects can be balanced out.
The laser cutting effect on the droplet
neck would be maximized. The further
thinking is that the power and phase
match of the two laser beams may en-
able a free manipulation of the droplet
flying trajectory in a certain state
space. The edges would be the deflect-
ed trajectories under single-side laser
irradiation. The metal transferring tra-
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jectory is no longer restricted in one
single direction, being wire-axial or de-
flected, but could be programmed to
swing by real-time matching the laser
pulse energy and phase. This means
that the weld pool profile and bead
formation may be actively controlled
without adjusting the arc variables. 

Conclusions
     A pulsed fiber laser was selected to
control the metal transfer in GMAW
process in this study. The laser beam
was focused into a tiny spot in order to
achieve high-power density, to aim at
the droplet. With these conditions, the
following was found:
     1. The high-power-density laser in-
duces intensive vaporization on the lo-
cal surface of the liquid droplet being ir-
radiated. The laser recoil pressure can
drive the droplet to wave. The vector of
the vapor jet is coincident with the
norm of the irradiated local surface.
     2. When a continuous laser with a
relatively limited power is applied, the
droplet is repelled and elongated. The
droplet is driven to wave and finally
detached. The diameters of the de-
tached droplet are smaller than those
measured without a laser. The droplet
detachment is slightly enhanced by
250-W laser irradiation. 
     3. Pulsed laser leads to significantly
increased power density. Current-
independent metal transfer is realized
for the first time, thanks to the irradi-
ation of the pulsed laser. The pulsed
laser controlling method also brings
better controllability on metal transfer
frequency, since the one drop per
pulse metal transfer can be produced
in synchronization with the laser
pulse. The optimal laser incident point
is at the droplet neck.
     4. The mechanism of laser-
controlled metal transfer primarily lies
in the cutting effect. The droplet neck
is melted, vaporized, thinned, and fi-
nally cut off by the laser. Certain
droplet deflection is associated with
single-sided laser irradiation. Future
double-sided laser irradiation may fur-
ther ensure entirely new controllabili-
ty on the droplet flying trajectory.
     5. Since current-independent metal
transfer can be produced by laser puls-
es, the current waveform could be
freely designed to cooperate with the

laser pulse to better meet require-
ments from each specific welding task. 
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